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ABSTRACT
Increasing Isentropic Efficiency with Hydrostatic Head and Venturi Ejection in a
Rankine Power Cycle
Nathan Daniel Ruiz
This thesis describes the modifications made to the Cal Poly Thermal Science
Laboratory’s steam turbine experiment. While the use of superheating or reheating is
commonly used to increase efficiency in a Rankine cycle the methods prove unfeasible in
a small scale project. For this reason, a mathematical model and proof of concept design
using hydrostatic head generated by elevation and venturi ejection for use by the
condenser is developed along with the equations needed to predict the changes to the
system. These equations were used to create software to predict efficiency as well as lay
down the foundation for future improvements of the system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Rankine cycle is a thermodynamic cycle used to describe the process of converting
heat to mechanical work through the use of a heat engine. Used in power generation
plants the Rankine cycle is behind the steam turbine system which is responsible for most
of the electricity generated in America. Due to its importance in the engineering world
exposing engineering students to a complete working Rankine cycle can greatly benefit
their practice of thermodynamics and turbo machinery. This thesis describes the changes
made to the condenser of the steam turbine experiment used in the Cal Poly’s thermal
science laboratory in order to bring the system to a working condition using a new
hydrostatic head vacuum based concept.
Traditionally, to increase the efficiency of a Rankine cycle the use of superheating,
reheating, or regeneration have been used to modify the cycle (Wood 21). Although these
are the improvement methods most frequently seen in industry they involve the addition
of several new components to the system which can be problematic for an educational
experiment where space and money are usually an issue. Additionally these methods
generally deal with improving the heating process of the cycle, increasing the high
pressure to the highest value possible, and rarely focus on improving the system by
effecting the condenser. This paper will describe a new improvement method that is
applied to the condenser which uses the elevation of the building the system occupies to
create hydrostatic head along with the use of venturi ejection to lower the pressure in the
condenser. In addition equations and software are developed to predict the changes in
efficiency of the cycle which can be implemented easily into a laboratory manual for the
1

experiment. Also a new start up procedure that is specifically made for this experiment
including all new modifications done is included. Since this modification is a proof of
concept a permanent solution is also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
STEAM TURBINE SYSTEM
Figure 2.1 shows the basic components of a Rankine power cycle. These components
include a boiler, turbine, condenser and pump. The working fluid, in this case water, is
heated up in the boiler and leaves at high pressure and temperature [T1, P1]. The steam
enters the turbine for an expansion process and the thermal energy in the steam is
converted to mechanical work. Upon leaving the turbine the steam is a high quality
liquid-vapor with low pressure [T2, P2]. Inside the condenser the steam condenses on the
outside of the heat exchanger tubes which have the cooling water running through them.
This process lowers the pressure inside the condenser. The condensate, now a saturated
liquid, collects at the bottom of the condenser [T3, P3] and is then pumped back to the
boiler [T4, P4]. This completes the Rankine cycle. For the ideal Rankine power cycle it is
assumed the working fluid is flowing reversible and adiabatic in the turbine and pump
and at constant pressure while through the boiler and condenser due to negligible
frictional pressure drops.

3

Figure 2.1: Basic Steam Turbine Rankine Cycle

The Cal Poly’s steam turbine experiment contains each of these 4 major components
along with a cooling tower and dynamometer to measure the work output of the turbine.
Prior to 1998 the steam turbine experiment involved a General Electric single stage 50
horsepower steam turbine, Figure 2.2, powered by steam provided by a central boiler
room on campus. In 1998 the central boiler room was taken down as the campus changed
from a central steam system to a hot water system. The turbine experiment was replaced
with a self-contained cycle that included a Tuthill Coppus 4.8 horsepower single stage
turbine, a Fulton steam boiler, Wiegmann & Rose steam condenser, Evapco cooling
tower, and Armstrong pump were installed to provide the necessary requirements to
operate the Tuthill steam turbine. Figure 2.3 shows the Tuthill steam turbine system with
4

the condenser underneath. Figure 2.4 shows the Fulton steam boiler alongside the Evapco
cooling tower. Appendix A has a complete schematic of this system which includes these
components as well as all of the sensors and valves. Appendix B contains certain
selections of the manuals for the turbine and boiler. Appendix C contains the pump
curves for the Armstrong pump.
This current boiler is capable of generating enough steam to power the turbine under a no
load condition. When any substantial load is applied by the dyno the system shuts down
even though the turbine is rated at 4.8 horsepower. During preliminary tests the system
runs at steady state up until 0.5 horsepower after which the boiler pressure starts to
drastically fluctuate until finally the steam column inside the boiler fully collapses and
the turbine loses all pressure steam. The core reasons behind the failure were discovered
to be the atmospheric condenser pressure and boiler fluctuations. Each component was
operating as designed so the operating problems did not arise from them being inherently
broken. Mainly the boiler was not designed to produce the amount of steam needed to
operate the turbine under a load. Simply replacing each device with an upgraded version
could fix the problems, but proved to be too costly. So instead, the alterations discussed
in the next chapter were implemented including the addition of the new hydrostatic head
pressure system for lowering the condenser pressure for which this thesis is based upon.
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Figure 2.2: Original 50 HP Steam Turbine System

Figure 2.3: 4.8 HP Tuthill Steam Turbine System with W&R Condenser

6

Figure 2.4: Fulton Steam Boiler and Evapco Cooling Tower
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS
Figure 3.1 shows a modified version of the basic steam turbine Rankine cycle, Figure 2.1,
to reflect the actual steam turbine Rankine cycle. This mathematical model is for the
actual system including all the new modifications. These modifications can be split into
two categories: preliminary system changes and condenser vacuum changes.
Regarding the changes to the model, in order to get the model to correctly represent the
actual system, the process path between the boiler and turbine is split in to two paths.
This is to account for the pressure loss due to some of the steam splitting off and being
used as sealing steam for the turbine shaft. For simplicity, the states are labeled with the
terms defined by the turbine systems data logger. A full description of the exact values
produced by the data logger is listed later in this report.
The preliminary system changes were done before the baseline test to allow for the
system to run at no load for as long as possible. This allowed for the most accurate data,
therefore distinguishing a clear difference in values between the old and new system. The
first of these changes was performed on the boiler. Originally the high pressure steam
lock out sensor permitted the boiler to cycle between 60 to 75 psig. This sensor was
replaced to allow the boiler to cycle between 85 to 95 psig. Since the boiler has a
maximum pressure rating of 100 psig the safety cut off and lock out on the boiler controls
were adjusted to respond quicker to a pressure increase. Also as the boiler scheme stands
some of the high pressure steam is bled off to act as a reheat for any water entering the
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boiler. The optimized amount of steam to bleed off was found to allow the boiler to cycle
while still producing the highest pressure steam possible.

Figure 3.1: Modified Steam Turbine Rankine Cycle

9

Next the piping connecting the bottom of the condenser to the condensate pump was
corrected to accurately connect both ends to the flow. Figure 3.2 shows the original
layout of the condenser. Out of the four condenser valves only the two for exhaust and
condensate flow were attached to the rest of the system with the other two closed off.

Figure 3.2: Cross Section Diagram of Original Condenser Layout

Looking at the diagram of the condenser revealed an inner lip inside the condenser where
condensate could collect on the bottom left and remain in the condenser. This greatly
limited the surface area where condensation occurred. Piping was installed to connect
both bottom valves of the condenser together before running into the condensate pump.
This kept all of the working fluid in the system reducing the load on the boiler and now
the sight glass connected between the two rightmost valves accurately display the water
level inside the condenser. Additionally the rightmost not used valve was used for the
venturi discussed later. This can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Cross Section Diagram of New Condenser Layout

Finally a way to quickly assess the data coming from the steam turbine was implemented.
All of the pressure and temperature sensors along with the RPM and torque data from the
dynamometer runs into a Hydra Logger Data Bucket which was used to only display one
value at a time. LabVIEW is used to assess the data from a computer as well as control
the Hydra Logger’s settings. The control loop, front panel interface, and command list
used to access the Hydra Logger and write the data to a text file can be found in
Appendix F.
Once the preliminary changes were complete the subsequent series of changes were
implemented to directly increase the condenser vacuum. The first was the installation of a
venturi ejection to remove the incondensable gases, mostly air, found in the condenser.
These gases interrupt the condensing steam process thus preventing a vacuum from
developing. They exist inside the condenser shell during startup when the inside is at
atmospheric conditions and can enter through the system’s piping that is not sealed
properly. However the main source of the incondensable gases during operation is
11

through the sealing steam injection used on the seals of the turbine shaft, and the reason
behind the slight pressure difference between states 1 and 2 as mentioned earlier. This
sealing steam is necessary to keep the atmospheric air conditions outside of the turbine
shaft from entering the turbine, as seen in Figure 3.4

Figure 3.4: Cross Section of Seal Steam Injection

The venturi ejection uses the Bernoulli principal of increasing velocity in a nozzle to
decrease pressure. The decrease in pressure provides a vacuum effect inside the chamber
that pulls incompressible gasses from the vessel and ejects them to the atmosphere
through a diffuser, as seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Cross Section of Venturi Ejection

The operation of this device is modeled using the Bernoulli Equation and Conservation of
Mass with the assumption that flow remains horizontal (Z1 = Z2) and the fluid is
incompressible (ρ1 = ρ2).
1

1

2

2

P1 + ρ1 V21 +Z1 =P2 + ρ2 V22 +Z2
ρ1 A1 V1 = ρ2 A2 V2

V2 =V1

A1
A2

Although the venturi allows for a vacuum to occur it does not directly assist in the size of
the vacuum developed. The venturi chosen is rated down to 1.9 psia which is far below
any vacuum calculated for the condenser shell. Instead the vacuum will be directly
caused by the hydrostatic head pump configuration which will rely on the vertical
13

distance of the water column between the condenser and the sub-floor water tank, the
head loss caused by friction in the pipes, and the net positive suction head available from
the pumps used. This configuration consisted of piping to connect the condenser exhaust
flow to a tank located beneath the system as well as 2 pumps, one to assist the condensate
flow to the ground floor and the other to pump the condensate back up to the original
condensate pump. The exact pressure difference caused by this system is calculated in
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
THERMODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
The first part of analyzing this model is a system of thermodynamic equations to
calculate the actual and ideal work done by the turbine and the heat flow inside the
condenser. With this information the isentropic efficiency and heat transfer can be
calculated. All of the equations developed including the pressure equations introduced in
the following chapter are used to develop the software presented later.
In order for this thesis to be developed into a laboratory, the analysis will start with the
most basic equation and move outward. Each device is modeled as an open system so
each equation will be derived from the Reynolds transport theorem where N is the
extensive property and 𝜂𝜂 is the intensive property. For simplicity “i” will be denoted as
each of the components inlet and “e” will be denoted as each of the components exit.
N=η*m
∂N
∂
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA+ � ηρV
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA
�
= � ηρd∀ + � ηρV
∂t System ∂t CV
CSi
CSe
For the devices in question the Conservation of Mass and 1st law of Thermodynamics will
be applied. The 2nd law of Thermodynamics is touched on lightly when discussing the
turbine. Solving the Reynolds transport equation for Conservation of Mass develops the
following:
∂m
�
=0
∂t System
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∂
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA+ � ρV
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA=0
� ρd∀ + � ρV
∂t CV
CSi
CSe
While this system is certainly not operating under ideal conditions certain assumptions
will be made to make the analysis easier. First, each device is assumed to be quasi-static.
This means the device is operating at thermodynamic equilibrium with no acceleration.
Another effect is that there are no temperature gradients or pressure waves across the
device. Although no real system is quasi-static, if the process is slow enough, this
assumption can be valid. Moreover quasi-static must be assumed in order to use the
thermodynamic equations and diagrams developed. Next each device is operating at
steady state before data is recorded, so steady state is also a safe assumption. The pipes
connecting each device are assumed to be inviscid (µ=0) meaning pressure losses due to
friction can be neglected and that velocity is not a function of pipe area. Last, each device
is assumed to have constant properties at the control surfaces. Applying these
assumptions to the Conservation of Mass results in the following:
∂
� ρd∀ - ρV � dA +ρV � dA =0
∂t CV
CSi
CSe
-(ρVA)i +(ρVA)e =0
ṁ i = ṁ e =ṁ

Next, solving the Reynolds transport equation for the 1st law of Thermodynamics
develops the following:

∂E
�
=Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT
∂t System
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∂
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA+ � (e+pv)ρV
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA = Q̇ -Ẇ OUT
� eρd∀ + � (e+pv)ρV
IN
∂t CV
CSi
CSe
Where
V2
+gz+u
e=
2

Therefore

pv ≡ Flow Work (Normal Stress)
∂
V2
V2
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA
� � +gz+u� ρd∀ + � � +gz+u+pv� ρV
2
∂t CV 2
CSi
V2
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA = Q̇ -Ẇ OUT
+ � � +gz+u+pv� ρV
IN
2
CSe

All of the assumptions made for the Conservation of Mass (quasi-static, steady state,
inviscid, constant properties at control surfaces) are also applied here. Furthermore the
kinetic and potential energies are assumed negligible when compared to the internal
energy.
Applying these assumptions to the 1st law results in the following:
∂
V2
V2
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA
� � +gz+u� ρd∀ + � � +gz+u+pv� ρV
∂t CV 2
2
CSi
+� �
CSe

V2
��⃗∙n�⃗ dA = Q̇ -Ẇ OUT
+gz+u+pv� ρV
IN
2

Using the definition of enthalpy
h=u+pv
17

The previous equation becomes
-hρV � dA + hρV � dA = Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT
CSi

CSe

-hi ṁ i + he ṁ e = Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT

Applying Conservation of Mass developed earlier this equations yields:
ṁ (he - hi )= Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT

Last all of the previous assumptions and the Conservation of Mass can be applied to the
2nd Law of Thermodynamics.
Q̇ IN
∂S
�
=
+ σ̇
∂t System Tb

∂
Q̇ IN
�⃗∙n
�⃗∙n
� sρd∀ + � sρV
�⃗ dA+ � sρV
�⃗ dA =
+ σ̇
Tb
∂t CV
CSi
CSe
-sρV � dA + sρV � dA =
CSi

CSe

-si ṁ i + se ṁ e =
ṁ (se - si )=

Q̇ IN
+ σ̇
Tb

Q̇ IN
+ σ̇
Tb

Q̇ IN
+ σ̇
Tb

Referring back to Figure 3.1, the Conservation of Mass and 1st law of Thermodynamics is
applied to the turbine, boiler, condenser, and condensate pump. Additionally the Tds
equation will be applied to the condensate pump which can be seen below:
Tds=dh-vdp
18

Instead of Reynolds transport equations, Bernoulli’s equation, along with pipe loss
equations, are applied to the hydrostatic head pump configuration pumps to solve for the
vacuum pressure at state 4.
Figure 4.1 shows the turbine along with its control volume

Figure 4.1: Rankine Cycle Turbine Control Volume

The Conservation of Mass shows
ṁ 2 = ṁ 3 =ṁ
Next applying the 1st of Thermodynamics
ṁ (h3 - h2 ) = Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT

Because the turbine is assumed adiabatic heat transfer becomes negligible.
ṁ (h3 - h2 ) = -Ẇ OUT
ṁ (h2 - h3 ) = Ẇ OUT
Ẇ OUT
=h2 - h3
ṁ
19

Whatever heat actually lost is instead seen in the isentropic efficiency which is defined
below:
ηIsentropic =

Ẇ Actual
Ẇ Ideal

Since the 1st law applies to both the ideal and actual scenario:

ηIsentropic =

ṁ �h2 - h3,actual �
ṁ �h2 - h3,ideal �

ηIsentropic =

h2 - h3a
h2 - h3s

The data for the actual case is recorded by the system so h2 and h3a can be read off the
table of data. To find h3s the 2nd law of thermodynamics analysis is applied. In an ideal
system the turbine is assumed to be adiabatic and reversible. Therefore the 2nd law for an
ideal turbine becomes:

ṁ (s3 - s2 )=

Q̇ IN
+ σ̇
Tb

ṁ (s3 - s2 )=0
s3 = s2

This proves there is no change in entropy in an ideal turbine. Another important fact that
is that since there is no super heater the steam coming into the turbine is a saturated
vapor, the state lies on the vapor dome. Using this fact along with the temperature of state
3 being less then state 2 and that there is no change in entropy means state 3 is
underneath the dome and therefore has a quality. Next all that is needed is to recognize
20

that the exit pressure is the same as the condenser pressure, P3, and the quality of h3s can
be found. This is done by manipulating the equation for vapor quality below and solving
for the sf and sg values at P3.
s= sf +x∙(sg -sf )
(s-sf )
=x
(sg -sf )
Once the quality is found P3 and T3 can be used to solve for h3s
Figure 4.2 shows the boiler along with its control volume

Figure 4.2: Rankine Cycle Boiler Control Volume

The Conservation of Mass shows
ṁ 5 = ṁ 1 = ṁ

Next applying the 1st of Thermodynamics
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ṁ (h1 - h5 ) = Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT

The boiler has no shaft or moving boundary layer therefore no work done so:
ṁ (h1 - h5 ) = Q̇ IN
Q̇ IN
=h1 - h5
ṁ

Figure 4.3 shows the condensate pump along with its control volume

Figure 4.3: Rankine Cycle Condensate Pump Control Volume
The Conservation of Mass shows
ṁ 4 = ṁ 5 = ṁ

Next applying the 1st of Thermodynamics

ṁ (h5 - h4 ) = Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT

Because the turbine is assumed adiabatic heat transfer becomes negligible.
ṁ (h5 - h4 ) =-Ẇ OUT
ṁ (h5 - h4 ) =Ẇ IN
22

Ẇ IN
=h5 - h4
ṁ

There is no sensors to record the data at state 5 so to get the value of work in the Tds
equation is applied
Tds=dh-vdp

Just like with the turbine the condensate pump is also assumed reversible as well as
adiabatic this means there is no change in entropy across the pump.
Tds=dh-vdp
dh=vdp
Now with specific volume and a pressure difference work of the pump can be found.
Figure 4.4 shows the condenser along with its control volume encompassing both flows

Figure 4.4: Rankine Cycle Condenser Control Volume for Both Flows

When analyzing the condenser the heat transfer by the system changes depending on how
the control volume is defined. Work is always assumed zero but if the control volume
23

encompasses only one of the flows inside the condenser then there is heat transfer
between the hot and cold streams while if the control volume encompasses both flows
there is no heat transfer. First, a control volume encompassing both flows is used and
therefore the system is assumed to be adiabatic. This will allow the ratio of flow rates,
steam flow rate by cooling water flow rate, to be found only using the changes in
enthalpy for each stream. This is done because the mass flow rate of the cooling water is
read using a flow meter while the mass flow rate of steam is unknown. The legitimacy of
the adiabatic assumption is proven in the heat transfer analysis of the condenser shell.
The Conservation of Mass and assuming no mixing of streams shows
−ṁ 3 +ṁ 4 -ṁ 6 +ṁ 7 = 0

ṁ 3 = ṁ 4 =ṁ Steam , ṁ 6 = ṁ 7 =ṁ Cooling

Next applying the 1st of Thermodynamics

ṁ Steam (h4 - h3 )+ṁ Cooling (h7 - h6 ) =Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT
ṁ Steam (h4 - h3 )+ṁ Cooling (h7 - h6 ) =0
-ṁ Steam (h4 - h3 )=ṁ Cooling (h7 - h6 )
ṁ Steam (h3 - h4 )=ṁ Cooling (h7 - h6 )
ṁ Steam =ṁ Cooling

24

(h 7 - h 6 )
(h 3 - h 4 )

In order to make the above assumption the heat transfer lost from the condenser to the
environment is proven negligible. If heat loss is taken into account then following
equation is used instead:

ṁ Steam =

ṁ Cooling (h7 - h6 )-Q̇ LOSS
(h 3 - h 4 )

The heat transfer loss is modeled as only free natural convection and radiation. Figure 4.5
shows the condenser modeled as a cylinder with dimensions given.

Figure 4.5: Condenser Modeled as a Cylinder for Heat Transfer Analysis
The heat loss is then calculated with the following (Incropera 554):
Q̇ Loss =Q̇ Conv +Q̇ Rad

Where

Q̇ LOSS =h� A(TCondenser -TRoom )+ σεA(TCondenser4 -TRoom 4 )

And the view factor, F, is assumed 1

k
h� = ����
Nu
D D

25

Before solving for the Nusselt number the Rayleigh number is calculated:
RaD =

For a Rayleigh number range of

gβ(TS -T∞ )
να

10-5 <RaD <1012

The equation for Nusselt number is as follows:

0.387 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷 1/6
����𝐷𝐷 = �0.60 +
�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
[1 + (0.559/𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)9/16 ]8/27

2

Second, a control volume only encompassing the steam flow is used which can be seen
below in Figure 4.6

Figure 4.6: Rankine Cycle Condenser Control Volume for Steam Flow
The Conservation of Mass shows
ṁ 3 = ṁ 4 = ṁ

Next applying the 1st of Thermodynamics

ṁ (h4 - h3 ) = Q̇ IN -Ẇ OUT
26

ṁ (h4 - h3 ) =Q̇ IN

ṁ (h4 - h3 ) =-Q̇ OUT
Q̇ OUT
=h3 - h4
ṁ

All of the equations derived in this chapter are solved with the software provided.
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CHAPTER 5
PRESSURE EQUATIONS AND PIPING MODEL
An essential part of this model is to predict the pressure in the condenser caused by the
hydrostatic head pressure configuration. Although the pressure produced in the condenser
is recorded by the Hydra Data Logger a model of predicting this pressure allows future
piping designs to be tested and optimized. Figure 5.1 shows the layout of the piping
system.

Figure 5.1: Hydrostatic Head Pump Configuration
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To predict the vacuum pressure inside the condenser the original atmospheric condenser
pressure, hydrostatic pressure, pressure loss due to friction, and pressure from the total
pump head are taken into account. This is represented by the following equation:
PVacuum =PCondenser -∆PHydrostatic -∆PPump Head +∆PFriction
PHydrostatic is negative due to the drop in elevation while PPump Head is negative due to the
pump’s head assisting the flow. PFriction is always positive in the direction of the flow.
PCondenser represents the initial pressure inside of the condenser which in this case is
atmospheric therefore:
PCondenser =14.7 psia
PHydrostatic is found by integrating the general differential equation which describes
pressure and gravitational forces acting on a small element of fluid for constant density
(Olson 42).
∂p
=-ρg
∂z
p2

z2

� dp =-ρg � dz
p1

z1

p2-p1 =- ρg(z2 -z1 )
∆p=γ∆z
∆PHydrostatic =γh
Where γ is specific weight of water and h is the height difference between the bottom of
the condenser and the top of the water line in the sub-floor water tank.
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PFriction is found using the Darcy-Weisback equation for fully developed incompressible
flow in a circular pipe (Olson 313)
∆p f ρV2
=
L D 2
The length is relatively short so the entire piping system can be treated as one segment:
f ρV2
∆p=L
D 2
Where L is length, D is diameter, f is friction factor, ρ is density, and V is velocity.
Length and diameter come from the piping system lay out. Density of water is based on
the temperature of the flow. Friction factor requires both the Reynolds number of the
flow along with the pipe roughness. Reynolds number is based on velocity so start off the
analysis flow rate is needed which was found before in the thermodynamic analysis.
ṁ =ρVA
V=

ṁ
ρA

Next Reynolds number for a pipe can be found
ReD =

VDρ
μ

Substitute in kinematic viscosity, ν
ReD =

VD
ν
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The Reynolds number can then be calculated for each case. On average the flow of the
system was around 0.094 lbm/s which combined with the ¾ inch pipe used in the proof of
concept designs meant a Reynolds number very close to around 10,000. This means
assuming turbulent flow in the hydrostatic pipe became a safe assumption.
Since Reynolds will be between 4*103 and 108 and the relative roughness of the pipes
were never over 0.05 the following equation by Haaland (Olson 321) is used to find
friction factor:
6.9
k 1.11
=-0.782 ln �
+�
� �
ReD 3.7D
√f
1

Where k is the absolute roughness and D is the inner diameter of the pipe.
With this everything is known and therefore the change in pressure can be found using
the equation stated earlier:
f ρV2
∆PFriction =L
D 2
Last PPump Head is found by converting the pump’s total dynamic head given by the
manufacturer to pressure using the same equation used for finding PHydrostatic
∆PPump Head =γhTotal Dynamic Head
Using these three pressure equations the vacuum pressure can be calculated. These
equations are solved in the software provided.
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CHAPTER 6
SOFTWARE
The Steam Turbine Rankine Cycle software takes the channel values read by the
LabVIEW program and recorded by the Hydra Logger Data Bucket to calculate the
turbine isentropic efficiency, total power produced by the turbine, heat loss in the
condenser, and develop a temperature entropy (T-s) diagram to visualize the system.
From the Hydra Logger data the temperature and pressure of each of the fully known
state points [defined before in Figure 3.1] are recorded along with cooling water flow
rate, the speed and torque from the dynometer, and condenser shell temperature. Figure
6.1 shows the table in the software where this data gets inserted.
Table 6.1: Software Input Table
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The software’s steam property formula uses the temperature, pressure, and quality to find
the steam properties (specific volume, internal energy, enthalpy, and entropy) of each
point by interpolating their values from steam tables (Moran) that were transcribed into
the software. The VBA software code can be seen in Appendix D. For this reason the
tables are color coordinated to signify which points were from the raw data,
read/interpolated off a table, solved for, or assumed. An extraction of the steam tables
used can be found in Appendix E. In order to fill in the rest of the results the software
relies on the equations developed in Chapter 4. The quality of ideal state 3 is found using
the constant entropy conclusion and the assumption that both actual and ideal state 3 are
at the condenser pressure. The condensate flow, and consequently due to the
Conservation of Mass the flow throughout the entire system, is found using the various
states enthalpy’s as well as the recorded cooling water flow rate. Now that the both actual
and ideal state 3 values are known, as well as the flow rate, the isentropic efficiency can
be solved. Lastly, the software uses the temperature and entropy values to plot the state
points and then using the pressure relationships presented in the steam tables plots the
process paths between each point.
To justify the assumption that the condenser is adiabatic a free convection and radiation
heat transfer analysis was performed modeling the condenser as a horizontal cylinder.
The thermophysical properties table used in finding the variables (Incropera) is given in
SI units so the parameters were changed to SI to finish the heat transfer investigation.
After each test the condenser heat loss was found to be insignificant when compared to
the change in enthalpy concluding that the adiabatic assumption was valid.
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Last there is the ability to find the vacuum pressure inside the condenser by using the
various equations derived in Chapter 5. The input parameters necessary are the total
length of the pipe, the height difference between the two water levels, the pipe inner
diameter, and the pipe’s absolute roughness. Velocity is found from the flow rate solved
in the first part of the software and the water state properties density, specific weight, and
kinematic viscosity are found for water at the temperature exiting the condenser.
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CHAPTER 7
PRESSURE AND EFFICIENCY RESULTS
First the system was left to run under no load until a steady state with the maximum
pressure coming out of the boiler as possible. The Hydra Logger data values for this test
can be seen before in Table 6.1. Table 7.1 has the results of the software and Figure 7.1
has the generated temperature entropy diagram. Next the system used the hydrostatic
pressure head configuration using a rubber hose as the connective piping. The vacuum
was only held for 10 seconds before the hose collapsed but the Hydra Logger data, Table
7.2, showed that the pressure decreased and that the isentropic efficiency increased. Table
7.3 has the results of this test and Figure 7.2 has the generated temperature entropy
diagram. The heat transfer analysis of the system confirmed that the heat transfer loss of
the condenser was negligible and had an insignificant effect on the mass flow rate of the
system calculated. This can be seen in Table 7.4. As far as predicting the pressure drop
inside the condenser Table 7.5 has the calculated pressure drop for the parameters of the
hose test. Although the pressure recorded did not reach this value had the hose not
collapsed the pressure could have approached this value. After this another test was
performed using PVC pipe as the connective piping. Although the PVC pipe did not
collapse when exposed to the vacuum pressure it could not maintain this pressure long
enough to record accurate data. The reason behind this was due to there not being enough
water in the pipes to maintain the vacuum at the location of the condenser. This problem
can be solved by installing an additional tank directly underneath the condenser that
would intercept the condensate before entering the hydrostatic head pump configuration.
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Table 7.1: Software Results for No-Load Test
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Figure 7.1: Temperature vs. Entropy Diagram for No-Load Test
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Table 7.2: Software Input Table for Hose Test
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Table 7.3: Software Results for Hose Test
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Figure 7.2: Temperature vs. Entropy Diagram for Hose Test
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Table 7.4: Heat Transfer Analysis Results for Hose Test
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Table 7.5: Hydrostatic Head Pressure Results for Hose Test
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model of the effects of hydrostatic pressure head on the Rankine Power
Cycle is complete. The software shows that a decrease in condenser pressure increases
the work output of the turbine, decreases the load on the boiler, and increases the
isentropic efficiency. Though the heat transfer analysis proved the condenser component
adiabatic assumption the hydrostatic head pressure was not fully predicted due to
complications in the piping. While the tests proved the proof of concept design can make
the system run under a load further modifications can be made to better assist the system
the greatest being to replace the condensate pump to add the much needed pressure head
to the system directly and to install the plumbing for the hydrostatic pressure head
configuration directly through the floor.
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APPENDIX D
VBA SOFTWARE CODE
'**Steam Turbine Rankine Cycle**'
'**Nathan Ruiz**'
'**Function to Identify State Properties off Steam Tables**'
Function vStateProp(Temp As Double, Pres As Double, Qual As Double)
'Function identifies specific volume'
'Notes: Some rows on Table A.5E were removed for coding simplicity'
'while some rows were added to Table A.4E for coding simplicity;'
'rows removed only effect accuracy of answers when interpolation
'used but difference was deemed negligible'
'Notes: When dealing with a Liquid-Vapor the Temperature Table A.2E'
'was used instead of the Pressure Table A.3E due to having more'
'data points therefore increasing efficiency'
'Notes: Table A.6E, Properties of Saturated Water (Solid-Vapor):
'Temperature Table, was not included. Integration with'
'this code can be done easily if need arises'
'Define integer used to read specefic volume on the tables'
'This term will need to be changed for each property'
Dim a As Integer, af As Integer, ag As Integer
'From Table A.4E and A.5E'
a=4
'From Table A.2E'
af = 3
ag = 4
'Assign all of the constants used during interpolation as doubles'
't = temperature, p = pressure, v = variable being measured'
'vf = prop. at saturated liquid, vg = prop. at dry saturated vapor'
Dim T1 As Double, T2 As Double, P1 As Double, P2 As Double
Dim v1 As Double, v2 As Double, vf As Double, vg As Double
Dim t11 As Double, t22 As Double, v11 As Double, v22 As Double
Dim vtemp1 As Double, vtemp2 As Double
Dim vf1 As Double, vf2 As Double, vg1 As Double, vg2 As Double
'Check to see if water is a superheated vapor'
If Qual = 100 Then
'Checks if pressure is too low for the table'
If Pres < 1 Then
vStateProp = "Pres Low"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if pressure is too high for the table'
If Pres > 4800 Then
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vStateProp = "Pres High"
Exit Function
End If
'Index counter'
I=6
For n = 1 To 36
'Pressure index value'
k = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 1)
'Finds lower bound pressure'
If Pres > k Then
I = I + 12
'Solves for the case where pressure is an exact table value'
ElseIf Pres = k Then
'Checks if temperature is too low for the table'
tmin = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 3)
If Temp < tmin Then
vStateProp = "Temp Low"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is too high for the table'
tmax = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I + 11, 3)
If Temp > tmax Then
vStateProp = "Temp High"
Exit Function
End If
For m = 1 To 12
q = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 3)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > q Then
I=I+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
ElseIf Temp = q Then
vStateProp = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, a)
Exit Function
'Solves using interpolation'
ElseIf Temp < q Then
T1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 1, 3)
T2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 3)
v1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 1, a)
v2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, a)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, v1, v2)
Exit Function
End If
Next m
Exit For
'Solves using interpolation'
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ElseIf Pres < k Then
'Checks if temperature is too low for the table'
tmin = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, 3)
If Temp < tmin Then
vStateProp = "Temp Low"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is too high for the table'
tmax = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I + 11, 3)
If Temp > tmax Then
vStateProp = "Temp High"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is between saturation temperatures'
tmin1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, 3)
tmin2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 3)
If Temp < tmin2 And Temp > tmin1 Then
T1 = tmin1
T2 = tmin2
v1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, a)
v2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, a)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, v1, v2)
Exit Function
End If
OldPres = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, 1)
For m = 1 To 12
q = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 3)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > q Then
I=I+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
'Still uses interpolation between the pressures'
ElseIf Temp = q Then
P1 = OldPres
P2 = k
v1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, a)
v2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, a)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(P1, P2, Pres, v1, v2)
Exit Function
'Solves for the case where temperature is also not on the table'
'Uses double interpolation between the pressures and temperatures'
ElseIf Temp < q Then
P1 = OldPres
P2 = k
T1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 1, 3)
T2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, 3)
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v1 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 1, a)
v2 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I, a)
vtemp2 = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, v1, v2)
t11 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 13, 3)
t22 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, 3)
v11 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 13, a)
v22 = Sheets("Superheated Water Vapor").Cells(I - 12, a)
vtemp1 = INTERPOLATE(t11, t22, Temp, v11, v22)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(P1, P2, Pres, vtemp1, vtemp2)
Exit Function
End If
Next m
Exit For
End If
Next n
End If
'Check to see if water is a liquid-vapor mixture'
If Qual < 100 And Qual > 0 Then
'Checks if pressure is too low for the table'
If Pres < 0.0886 Then
vStateProp = "Pres Low"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if pressure is too high for the table'
If Pres > 3204 Then
vStateProp = "Pres High"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is too low for the table'
If Temp < 32 Then
vStateProp = "Temp Low"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is too high for the table'
If Temp > 705.4 Then
vStateProp = "Temp High"
Exit Function
End If
'Index counter'
I=7
For n = 1 To 81
'Temperature index value'
k = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, 1)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > k Then
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I=I+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
ElseIf Temp = k Then
'Checks that pressure is within 10% of saturation values'
q = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, 2)
q1 = q - (0.1 * q)
q2 = q + (0.1 * q)
If Pres < q1 Or Pres > q2 Then
vStateProp = "Invalid Pres"
Exit Function
End If
'Solves for value using two-phase system equation'
vf = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, af)
vg = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, ag)
vStateProp = vf + (Qual / 100) * (vg - vf)
Exit Function
'Solves using interpolation'
ElseIf Temp < k Then
'Checks that pressure is within 5% of both bounds'
r1 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I - 1, 2)
r2 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, 2)
q1 = r1 - (0.05 * r1)
q2 = r2 + (0.05 * r2)
If Pres < q1 Or Pres > q2 Then
vStateProp = "Invalid Pres"
Exit Function
End If
'Solves for value using interpolation and two-phase system equation'
T1 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I - 1, 1)
T2 = k
vf1 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I - 1, af)
vg1 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I - 1, ag)
vf2 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, af)
vg2 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, ag)
vtemp1 = vf1 + (Qual / 100) * (vg1 - vf1)
vtemp2 = vf2 + (Qual / 100) * (vg2 - vf2)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, vtemp1, vtemp2)
Exit Function
End If
Next n
End If
'Check to see if water is a liquid or compressed liquid'
If Qual = 0 Then
'Checks if pressure is too low for the table'
If Pres < 0 Then
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vStateProp = "Pres Low"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if pressure is too high for the table'
If Pres > 4000 Then
vStateProp = "Pres High"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is too low for the table'
If Temp < 32 Then
vStateProp = "Temp High"
Exit Function
End If
'Checks if temperature is too low for the table'
If Temp > 705.4 Then
vStateProp = "Temp High"
Exit Function
End If
'Check if water is a compressed liquid'
If Pres >= 500 And Temp < 467.1 Then
F=6
For s = 1 To 8
'Pressure index value'
k = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, 1)
'Finds lower bound pressure'
If Pres > k Then
F=F+8
'Solves for the case where pressure is an exact table value'
ElseIf Pres = k Then
For j = 1 To 8
q = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, 3)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > q Then
F=F+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
ElseIf Temp = q Then
vStateProp = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, a)
Exit Function
'Solves using interpolation'
ElseIf Temp < q Then
T1 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 1, 3)
T2 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, 3)
v1 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 1, a)
v2 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, a)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, v1, v2)
Exit Function
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End If
Next j
'Solves by rounding to the nearest value'
ElseIf Pres < k Then
OldPres = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 8, 1)
Pavg = (OldPres + k) / 2
'If pressure is closer to lower value use that'
If Pres <= Pavg Then
For j = 1 To 8
q = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 8, 3)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > q Then
F=F+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
ElseIf Temp = q Then
vStateProp = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 8, a)
Exit Function
'Solves using interpolation'
ElseIf Temp < q Then
T1 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 9, 3)
T2 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 8, 3)
v1 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 9, a)
v2 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 8, a)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, v1, v2)
Exit Function
End If
Next j
End If
'If pressure is closer to higher value use that'
If Pres > Pavg Then
For j = 1 To 8
q = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(I, 3)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > q Then
F=F+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
ElseIf Temp = q Then
vStateProp = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, a)
Exit Function
'Solves using interpolation'
ElseIf Temp < q Then
T1 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 1, 3)
T2 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, 3)
v1 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F - 1, a)
v2 = Sheets("Compressed Liquid Water").Cells(F, a)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, v1, v2)
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Exit Function
End If
Next j
End If
End If
Next s
'Otherwise assume water is not a compressed liquid'
'Index counter'
Else
I=7
For n = 1 To 81
'Temperature index value'
k = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, 1)
'Finds lower bound temperature'
If Temp > k Then
I=I+1
'Solves for the case where temperature is an exact table value'
ElseIf Temp = k Then
'Solves for value using only property at saturated liquid value'
vf = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, af)
vStateProp = vf
Exit Function
'Solves using interpolation'
ElseIf Temp < k Then
'Solves for value using interpolation and saturated liquid value'
T1 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I - 1, 1)
T2 = k
vf1 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I - 1, af)
vf2 = Sheets("Liquid Vapor Temperature").Cells(I, af)
vStateProp = INTERPOLATE(T1, T2, Temp, vf1, vf2)
Exit Function
End If
Next n
End If
End If
End Function
'****Steam Turbine Rankine Cycle*****'
'****Nathan Ruiz****'
'****Function to Iterpolate Data***'
Function INTERPOLATE(xLow As Double, xHigh As Double, xMid As Double, yLow
As Double, yHigh As Double)
'Solves for the unknown value by interpolation, unknown value would be yMid'
INTERPOLATE = (((yHigh - yLow) * (xMid - xLow)) / (xHigh - xLow)) + yLow
End Function
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APPENDIX E
STEAM TABLE SAMPLE
Table E.1: Properties of Saturated Water Liquid-Vapor Sample
Properties of Saturated Water (Liquid-Vapor): Temperature Table
Table A.2E
Temperature Pressure
°F
32
35
40
45
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68

lbf/in.2
0.0886
0.0999
0.1217
0.1475
0.1780
0.1917
0.2064
0.2219
0.2386
0.2563
0.2751
0.2952
0.3165
0.3391

Specific Volume
ft3/lb
Sat.
Sat.
Liquid
Vapor

Internal Energy
Btu/lb
Sat.
Sat.
Liquid
Vapor

Sat.
Liquid

Evap.

Sat.
Vapor

νf
0.01602
0.01602
0.01602
0.01602
0.01602
0.01603
0.01603
0.01603
0.01603
0.01604
0.01604
0.01604
0.01604
0.01605

uf
-0.01
2.99
8.02
13.04
18.06
20.06
22.07
24.08
26.08
28.08
30.09
32.09
34.09
36.09

hf
-0.01
3.00
8.02
13.04
18.06
20.07
22.07
24.08
26.08
28.08
30.09
32.09
34.09
36.09

hfg
1075.4
1073.7
1070.9
1068.1
1065.2
1064.1
1063.0
1061.9
1060.7
1059.6
1058.5
1057.3
1056.2
1055.1

hg
1075.4
1076.7
1078.9
1081.1
1083.3
1084.2
1085.1
1085.9
1086.8
1087.7
1088.6
1089.4
1090.3
1091.2

νg
3305
2948
2445
2037
1704
1589
1482
1383
1292
1207
1129
1056
988.4
925.8

ug
1021.2
1022.2
1023.9
1025.5
1027.2
1027.8
1028.5
1029.1
1029.8
1030.4
1031.1
1031.8
1032.4
1033.1
62

Enthalpy
Btu/lb

Entropy
Btu/lb · °R
Sat.
Sat.
Liquid
Vapor
sf
-0.00003
0.00607
0.01617
0.02618
0.03607
0.04000
0.04391
0.04781
0.05159
0.05555
0.05940
0.06323
0.06704
0.07084

sg
2.1870
2.1764
2.1592
2.1423
2.1259
2.1195
2.1131
2.1068
2.1005
2.0943
2.0882
2.0821
2.0761
2.0701

APPENDIX F
LabVIEW

Figure F.1: LabVIEW Front Panel Interface
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Table F.1: LabVIEW Command List and Descriptions
String to Write
TIME <hours>,<minutes>
DATE <month>,<date>,<year>
TIME_DATE?
INTVL 0,0,0
INTVL?
PRINT 1
PRINT_TYPE 1,0
RATE 1
RATE?
LOG_MODE 1
LOG_MODE?
LOG_COUNT?

Read String
13,25,15,5,20,15

Description
The time is 1:25:15 PM on May 20,2015
Set each time program is run so the time stamp on data points is accurate

0,0,0

The interval between each scan is 0 hours, 0 minutes, and 0 seconds
This shortens the time between each scan to as small as possible
Data logging enabled
Destination for logged data is internal memory and all scans are recorded
Selects the fast measurement rate
This records the data for all 20 channels in under a second
Maintain the oldest scans and discard new

LOG_CLR
SCAN 1
SCAN 0

>!
>!
>!

LOG?

1
1,0
1
1
0

Returns how many scans are stored in internal memory
Make sure LOG_COUNT returns 0 at the beginning of each trial and a
higher number at the end of each scan
Clear logged scans
Enable scanning
Disable scanning
Will wait until current scan is finished then disable
Returns the following information
~Date and time at the start of the logged scan
~Values for each channel
~Status of ALARM OUTPUTS, DIGITAL I/O, and totalize count
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Figure F.2: LabVIEW Control Loop
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APPENDIX G
START-UP PROCEDURE
Disclaimer: the following procedure is designed for use in the Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Thermal Science Lab. It is intended for use by trained personnel of the system and does
not act as a standalone guide. All problems and malfunctions with the system should be
reported to Cal Poly facilities.
Table G.1: Boiler, Pre-Heater, and Cooling Tower Valve Labeling and Descriptions
Valve Number
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Description
Gas Supply
Main Gas Line
Main Gas Line
Gas Line Split
Gas Line Split
Cooling Tower Water Source
Cooling Tower Return
Cooling Tower Drain
Pre-Heater Tank Drain
Building Water Supply
Blow Down Water Source
Pre-Heater Pump Source
Suction Pump Feed Water Supply
Ball Lower Blow Off
Globe Lower Blow Off
Middle Blow Off
Upper Blow Off
Sight Glass
Boiler Pressure Gauge
Boiler Steam Supply
Boiler Steam Trap
Boiler Steam Return
Pre-Heater Steam Bleed Off
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Figure G.1: Boiler and Cooling Tower System Front

Figure G.2: Boiler and Cooling Tower System Back
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Boiler and Cooling Tower Preliminary Procedure
1

Gas Supply
 Open Valve 01 [Gas Supply] {Figure G.1}
 Verify Valve 02 and Valve 03 [Main Gas Line] Valve 04 and Valve 05 [Gas Line
Split] opened {Figure G.3}
 “Low Gas Pressure Sensor” {Figure G.3} pressed down firmly
 “High Gas Pressure Sensor” {Figure G.3} pressed down until click heard (If
higher pressure lock out switch won’t budge the lock out is already reset)

Figure G.3: Gas Line
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2

Cooling Tower Water Supply
 Open Valve 06 [Cooling Tower Water Source] {Figure G.4}
 Verify Valve 07 [Cooling Tower Return] opened {Figure G.4}
 Close Valve 08 [Cooling Tower Drain] {Figure G.4}

Figure G.4: Cooling Tower Valves
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3

Pre-Heater Water Supply
 Close Valve 09 [Pre-Heater Tank Drain] underneath pre-heater tank {Figure G.1}
 Open Valve 10 [Building Water Supply] {Figure G.2}
 Cooling tower and pre-heater tank will fill up and then stop flow themselves
 Visually check water level with sight glass on side of pre-heater
 Pre-heater will make squealing noise when tank close to being full
 Verify Valve 11 [Blow Down Water Source] opened {Figure G.5}
 Verify Valve 12 [Pre Heater Pump Source] opened {Figure G.5}
 Verify Valve 13 [Suction Pump Feed Water Supply] opened {Figure G.5}
 Rising stem valve, turn handle so that stem is as high as possible then rotate
quarter turn in the opposite direction while tension felt
 Drag drainage hose connected to the water drain to the drain by the lab doors

Figure G.5: Pre-Heater Valves
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4

Boiler Water Supply
 Close Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve 15 [Globe Lower Blow Off]
{Figure G.6}
 Close Valve 16 [Middle Blow Off] {Figure G.6}
 Verify Valve 17 [Upper Blow Off] closed {Figure G.6}
 Close Valve 18 [Sight Glass] {Figure G.6}
 When valve is closed sight glass will read water level
 Close Valve 19 [Boiler Pressure Gauge] {Figure G.6}
 When valve is closed pressure gauge will read pressure
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5

Steam Line Settings
 Go inside of the thermal science lab
 Verify Valve “Turbine Steam Supply” closed {Figure G.7}

Figure G.7: Turbine System
 Go back outside
 Open Valve 20 [Boiler Steam Supply] {Figure G.8}
 Open Valve 21 [Pre-Heater Steam Bleed Off] {Figure G.8}

Figure G.8: Steam Boiler Valves
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6

Steam Line Settings (Cont.)
 Both valves are located slightly underneath the floor grate
 Verify Valve 21 [Boiler Steam Trap] opened {Figure G.9}
 Close Valve 22 [Boiler Steam Return] {Figure G.9}

Figure G.9: Steam Boiler Drainage Valves
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7

Electrical Settings
 Go over to the Boiler Control panel {Figure G.1}
 Verify “Boiler Control Switch” in off position
 Go over to Main Control {Figure G.1}
 Rotate “Main Power” switch to on
 Verify “Chemical Pump Switch” in off position
 “Feed Pump” HOA switch turned to Auto (IMPORTANT alarm will go off due
to no water in boiler, alarm will remain on while boiler fills with water)
 Watch level of the sight glass on the Boiler, the Main Feed Water Pump will turn
off once the level in the Boiler sight glass reaches around 5/8 of maximum value
 Alarm will remain on until “Low Water Reset” on boiler control panel is pressed

Figure G.10: Main Control
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8

Safety Tests [To be done before each operation]
 Go over to the Boiler Control panel {Figure G.1}
 The time delays for the Cut Off (top time dial) and Lock Out (lower time dial)
are controlled here
 Open panel
 On left side there are two control boxes labeled “Lock Out” and “Cut Off”
{Figure G.11}

Figure G.11: Inside Boiler Control Panel

 Cut Off/ Sight Glass Safety Test
 Adjust time delay on Cut Off dial to zero seconds and Lock Out dial to 60
seconds
 “Feed Pump” HOA switch turned to Off
 Open Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve 15 [Globe Lower Blow Off]
{Figure G.6}
 Check sight glass, when water hits the bottom of the sight glass alarm should
sound
• If alarm goes off “Cut Off’ works correctly
• If alarm does not go off readjust time delay on Cut Off dial
• If alarm still does not sound off again turn off system and call facilities
 Close Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve 15 [Globe Lower Blow
Off] {Figure G.6}
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 “Feed Pump” HOA switch turned to Auto
 Alarm should turn off automatically
 Lock Out Safety Test
 Adjust time delay on Lock Out dial to zero seconds and Cut Off dial to 60
seconds
 “Feed Pump” HOA switch turned to Off
 Open Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve 15 [Globe Lower Blow Off]
{Figure G.6}
 Check sight glass, because sight glass only displays top half of tank alarm
should sound about 1-2 minutes after water passes the bottom of the sight
glass
• If alarm goes off ‘Lock Out” works correctly
• If alarm does not go off turn off system and call facilities
 Close Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve 15 [Globe Lower Blow
Off] {Figure G.6}
 “Feed Pump” HOA switch turned to Auto
 Verify that alarm does not turn off automatically after water reaches max level
in boiler
 Reset alarm with the “Low water Reset” switch
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Boiler Start Up Procedure
9

Boiler Turn On
 Verify “Ball Lower Blow Off” and “Globe Lower Blow Off” valves are closed
 Verify “Boiler Pressure Gauge” valve closed
 Press “High Limit Pressure Switch” to reset steam lock out
 Box on the left side of boiler control panel
 Set time delay on Cut Off to 10 seconds and Lock Out to 30 seconds
 These values are subject to change depending on nature of boiler use
 Inside of boiler control panel find the Blue Honeywell Burner Control
 Display should read “Stand By”
 “Power” light should be flashing green
 “Pilot, “Flame”, and “Main” lights should all be off

Figure G.12: Honeywell Burner Control
 Turn “Boiler Control” switch to LCL
 IMPORTANT read the next part first to be prepared for startup verification
process
 Fan should immediately turn on
 Quickly verify that on the Blue Honeywell Burner Control all stages turn on
correctly
 “Power” light turned to solid green and Honeywell Control display reads
“Purge”
 Around 5 seconds later “Pilot” light turned to orange
 During the next 10-15 seconds two clicks will be heard from gas line which
verify both solenoids actuating
 After both clicks are heard “Flame” light turned to red
 “Main” light turned to orange and Honeywell Control display reads “Run”
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10 Operation Procedures
 Wait 30-45 minutes for boiler to heat up
 When system is fully operational boiler will cycle
 When boiler pressure hits 95 psig boiler will turn off and Honeywell Control
display reads “Stand By”
 When boiler pressure hits 85 psig boiler will turn back on automatically
 If water is shooting out of “Boiler Pressure Gauge” drain some of the water inside
boiler by opening up “Ball Lower Blow Off” and “Globe Lower Blow Off”
valves
 IMPORTANT Open ball valve first and globe valve second
 IMPORTANT Close globe valve first and ball valve second
 If water is shooting out of the sight glass open and close “Sight Glass” valve until
leakage stops
 If water is shooting out of any of the pipe connections or joints turn off system
and contact facilities
 Perform water column & sight glass blow downs to clean pipes
 Open “Middle Blow Off” valve
 After waiting a few seconds close “Middle Blow Off” valve
 Open “Sight Glass” valve
 After waiting a few seconds close “Sight Glass” valve
 Repeat the previous steps 2-3 times
 Perform lower blow downs on system to clean boiler
 Open “Ball Lower Blow Off” and “Globe Lower Blow Off” valves
• IMPORTANT Open ball valve first and globe valve second
 After a few seconds close “Ball Lower Blow Off” and “Globe Lower Blow
Off” valves
• IMPORTANT Close globe valve first and ball valve second
 Repeat the last two steps
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Turbine and Cooling Tower Start Up Procedure
11 Cooling Tower Turn On
 Go over to the Cooling Tower Controls {Figure G.2}
 Turn on power to both Cooling Tower Pump and Fan control boxes
 “Cooling Tower Pump” and “Cooling Tower Fan” switches {Figure G.13} to
“Hand”

Figure G.13: Cooling Tower Controls
12 Turbine Warm Up
 Wait until boiler is cycling between 85 to 95 psig
 Turn on all Dynamometer controls and displays {Figure G.14}
 3 green buttons and one red switch
 Make sure “Governor Speed Adjust Screw” is turned counterclockwise to the low
speed condition {Figure G.14}
 High speed condition when screw fully turned clockwise, low speed condition
is screw turned counterclockwise
 A flat head screwdriver is required to rotate control

Figure G.14: Dynamometer and Governor Control
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 Close “Turbine Sealing Steam Supply” and “Turbine Sealing Steam Control”
{Figure G.15}
 Open “Turbine Drainage” valve {Figure G.15}
 Slowly open up “Turbine Steam Supply” valve {Figure G.15}
 After turning the valve slightly wait until each section of the turbine starts to
warm up
 Once a section is warm close that “Turbine Drainage” and allow time for next
section to warm up
 Once all the drain valves are closed turbine will start to spin
 Turn on Condensate pump by switch on wall
 Open “Turbine Steam Supply” even more until turbine is spinning at 900 RPM
{Figure G.15}
 Open “Turbine Sealing Steam Drainage” valve {Figure G.15}
 Open “Turbine Sealing Steam Supply” valve {Figure G.15}
 Open “Turbine Sealing Steam Control” slowly {Figure G.15}
 Leave turbine spinning at 900 RPM and continuing to warm up for about half an
hour

Figure G.15: Steam Turbine Valves
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13 Turbine Operating Conditions
 After turbine is warmed up continue to open “Turbine Steam Supply” slowly until
turbine is running around its operating speed of 3550 RPM.
 Plug in Venturi Vacuum Pump to air supply located on lab table near the front door
 Open up venturi valve located near pressure gauge {Figure G.16}
 Verify venturi works by checking for air flow out of venturi pump
{Figure G.16}

Figure G.16: Venturi System
 Let system return to a balanced state around 3550 RPM
14 Experiment Procedure
 Check pumps and reservoir to ensure enough water to hold vacuum
 Ensure that initial load of Dynamometer is zero by turning load dial all the way to
the left
 Turn on brake
 Start to slowly turn load dial
 Be aware of the pressure coming into the turbine, if the pressure starts to
drastically drop stop increasing the load and wait for system to regain a
balanced state
 Turn on hydrostatic head configuration pumps
 Run “SCAN 1” in LabVIEW to start recording values
 Continue to turn load dial until display reads 3.0 HP
 Once data is taken at steady state return load dial to zero and turn off brake
 Run “SCAN 0” in LabVIEW to stop recording value
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System Shut Off Procedure
15 Turbine Shut Off
 Turn “Governor Speed Adjust Screw” to low speed condition
 Turn Dynamometer load dial until load is zero
 If turbine speeds up out of control slightly close “Turbine Seal Supply”
 Open up all turbine drainage valves
 Close “Sealing Steam” valve {Figure G.15}
 Unplug Venturi Vacuum Pump
 Close “Turbine Steam Supply” valve {Figure G.15}
16 Cooling Tower Shut Off
 “Cooling Tower Pump and Fan Switches” to Off {Figure G.13}
 Turn off power to both Cooling Tower Pump and Fan control boxes
17 Boiler Cool down
 Turn “Boiler Control” switch to off position {Figure G.10}
 Open Valve 19 [Boiler Pressure Gauge] {Figure G.6}
 This allows steam to quickly be released from inside boiler
 Open Valve 16 [Middle Blow Off], Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve
15 [Globe Lower Blow Off] {Figure G.6}
 Leave valves open for a few minutes to drain out some of the hot water in the
boiler and replace it with cooler water
 Close Valve 16 [Middle Blow Off], Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve
15 [Globe Lower Blow Off] {Figure G.6}
 Wait until boiler has cooled down
18 Boiler Shutdown
 “Feed Pump” HOA switch turned to Off
 Open Valve 16 [Middle Blow Off], Valve 14 [Ball Lower Blow Off] and Valve
15 [Globe Lower Blow Off] {Figure G.6}
 Rotate “Main Power” switch to Off {Figure G.10}
 Close Valve 10 [Building Water Supply] {Figure G.2}
 Open Valve 08 [Cooling Tower Drain] {Figure G.4}
 Open Valve 09 [Pre-Heater Tank Drain] underneath pre-heater tank {Figure G.1}
 Close Valve 01 [Gas Supply] {Figure G.1}
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